Case study - Domiberia.

Asset tracking technology vital in the
food supply chain.

BT Trace assures farm-to-fork fidelity.
Today, trust in the food supply chain is paramount. The European food law framework engenders that trust. But
it’s not just about safety. Consumers want to know where their food’s come from and where it’s been on the farmto-fork journey. Easy enough with fresh produce, things gets harder when packaging and storage is involved.
Domiberia manufactures some 1.3 billion tin cans a year. Asset tracking means materials used to produce
every single one are monitored, recorded and archived. Were the company ever asked, it could answer a
production query in minutes. That’s almost never needed – but nice to know.
BT Trace provides that asset tracking functionality, while BT professional services keeps it running in
harmony with other systems.

BT Trace helps Domiberia meet the European food traceability directive.
Jesus Unzueta
Chief Operating Officer
Domiberia
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Smooth integration with SAP means tin can production lines continue rolling.
Many of the billions of food-containing tins used in Spain every year are manufactured by Domiberia.
The company’s speciality is packaging for the food industry. It’s an exacting business and the products
involved, like fish, can be highly-perishable.
It’s essential to track every step of the process from arrival to finished product. To do this BT Trace – a suite
of supply chain solutions based on global networks and industry standards – had historically been used.
When Domiberia was formed, through divestment from a US manufacturer, BT Trace had to be
integrated with new SAP ERP software. It was a critical move for the new company.

Keeping essential asset-tracking tool.
With five factories in Spain and one in Holland, Domiberia serves
many of Europe’s top seafood and snack brands. Employing
around 700 people, these factories are highly mechanised and
operate to stringent standards of quality and efficiency.
Three of the Spanish plants, in La Rioja, Pontevedra and
Murcia, had BT Trace barcode systems for asset tracking.
Following the divestment, Domiberia management decided
on a change of ERP provider to SAP. But they didn’t want to
lose the benefits of BT Trace. So a BT professional services
team came on board to integrate the system with SAP.

Complex integration with no margin
for failure.
BT Trace is used from the moment sheet metal arrives at
the factory up to when pallets of empty tins are ready for
shipping. The BT system even triggers delivery notifications
to customers.
The project was a highly delicate one because any failure
could compromise a major part of the company’s Spanish
operations. The level of integration required made it even
more challenging. Defining file formats and interactions
involved eight interfaces from SAP to BT Trace – with 25
interfaces in the reverse direction.
And BT Trace had never been integrated with SAP before.
Jesus Unzueta, chief operating officer, says: “Given the
importance of the project, I assumed personal responsibility
and sat on all audio calls relating to the work.”

We needed a reliable system. Any failure to
comply with that would put our plants in
jeopardy, and that for us was critical.
Carlos Dominguez
Chief Finance Officer
Domiberia
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Making the switch, without a hitch.
The BT professional services team worked onsite at Domiberia
during the project. However, development was carried out
offsite to obviate operational impact. A virtual private network
(VPN) was set up between the UK and Spain for testing.
When completion time came, the new software was delivered
remotely over the VPN.
The fully-integrated system first went live at Murcia and
La Rioja plants in December 2015. Pontevedra followed in
January 2016. Each was deployed while the plant was idle over
a weekend, and each worked first time.

This project leaves Domiberia well placed
to embark on future digital transformation
programmes, and to work with BT to take
advantage of Internet of Things opportunities.
Jesus Unzueta
Chief Operating Officer
Domiberia

The support of the BT Trace systems has been handed over
to Seidor, the Domiberia SAP partner, and the systems have
functioned without a hitch since the integration.
Carlos Dominguez, chief finance officer, concludes: “We’re
pleased with BT and what it has done for Domiberia. If we had
to do it again, we’d do it with them.”

Core services.

About Domiberia.

• BT Trace

Domiberia manufactures and markets tin containers for
national and international companies – mainly for the
food, industrial and pharmaceutical sectors. Acquired by
the Domínguez family in 2014, it has shown continuous
growth, adapting to the new needs of clients and
offering customised solutions thanks to the installation
of the latest generations of machinery.

• BT Professional Services
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